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SETTLING OF STRUCTURES ON THAWING GROUND

Stroitel'naya Promyshlennost' (Construc- Engr. G. I. Lapkin
tion In4ustry), 19 (7-8), Stroyizdat Nar-
komstroya, July-August 1941, pp 27-29

-During construction on permafrost (under the conditions of the possible
thawing of the latbor), ,the question concerning the amount of forthcoming set-

*• tlings has unique significance. An estimation of these settlings can be made
on the basis of experiments with hot punches. Let us examine'a procedure for
testing with punches,' recommended by N.A. Tsytovich ((Note]: Collection of In-
structions issued by KOVM of Academy of Sciences on studying frozen soils, 1938;
Tsytovich and Sumgifi, Osnovy Makhaniki Merzlykh Gruntov (Fundamentals of Frozen
Soil Mechanics)).

"According to this technique, the soil's thawing is envisaged by means of
heatingr the water poiircd into a. test borehol~e for a depth of 20-30 cm above a
sandy fl I ling (20-30 cm) which covers the borehole bottom after the placement
of the punch. Heating the water begins after loading the punch with the plan-
tied weight. Thawing continues until stabilization of the settlings. If with
the loand adopted, abatement of settlings does not occur (in this copiiection,
neither the depth nor the thawing pattern by depth are stipulated),, it follows
that (as N.A. Tsytovich points out), the load used during the test can not be
adopted as the permissible )oad and in this case, a repetition of the test in
other bore pits is recommended. For revealing the minima] amount of load at
which sebtlings not alttnlaiting through time will occur, it is recommended that
tosts be, repeated in Various bore pits at varying amount of load. In the book
lby T'ryLovicih and Suigbin, LL is stated further:

"In coh i nat, on wil,h ol, her datta, the results of tests conducted on fro-
zent soil. wih U a nrial load on thawing provides the possibility of choosing the
VwLtue for p,,rmissible compression stress for the thitwing soil. This value can
be obtained by dividing the minimal critical load (limit load) by the corres-
ponding safety factor, which can be assumed ,to lie in the range from 1.25 to
2.0, depending on the rigidity of the sLructure which is being erected.
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For the following reasons, such a conclusion -:u in no way be recognized
as adequately justifiel.

Ih, thI rirst place, the Lechsique recommendel oy Tsytovich for conduc-
tin; i.it. L.sd. .urrers. from it. ntimber or* defects and .oes not provide the possi-
lii i iLy or lorolo.-ly PsLaUi ishing t.hisal. "iniinwmal crite, - (limit) load" which the
author has in mind. For instnioce, we cam stress thl' following aspects:

a) The presence of water in a bore pit necf,..tarily affects the soil's
physical properties;

b) We recommend condu-ting the soil's thav ng until complete attenua-
tion of the punch's settlings; moreover, a 3eptt1, tinimum and degree of thawing
intensity are not specified. At gradual Thawing, vae minimum caused in the in-
crease of subsidences through time can set ia ak eny thawing depth and any
load but this will still not indicate anything 'bout the value for the bearing
calacit~y and settling tendency of soil during los thawing under a structure.

c) Th(, ecommendation to conduct the t1..wing to the point "when for the
same time periods, we find the same increments in settlings" also fails to pro-
vide Lit(, possibility of making any conclusions since the situation caused by
N.A. Tsytovich could be the result of the soil's thawing rates rat•her than of
its iprolir ies.

(i) We recommend constructing the settling curve as a function of time.
hlowever, in ca.se of continuously thawing soil, such a curve does not provide
a•nything for vnIOluILting its hearinig caplici ,ics, since the pattern of settlings
wi I1 depelnd more on the thawing inteisity Lthan on the bearing capacities and the
nimotintf or the load.

In thi sec¢ond place, it would have been incorrect to solve the question
iilmit the ipermissible load lky the applie•,tion of just one "safety factor" be-

ciiise I'rozen soils (and the It( pemarrost soils in particular) often occur in a
"heaved" state. In our opinion, by "heaved" soils, we should connote the soils
in which tire skeletal pirticles have been separatedl by ice crystals and pock-
ets. At, the thawing of' the, "heaved" soil, its skeletatl pw.rticles acquire the
possibility of merging, P.nd the soil (not even being loaded) but only under the
erfect or its own weight, decreases in volume, i.e. it settles. If such a soil,
ul rady having experienced it s "thawing subsidence", is burdened with an exter-
[]tl Ioad, it, wi ll d(vew lop arn additional settling, "compression settling", the
VIL MI 01' whiCh will (l,,I.I on t,hi 'm tit, o1' Ioard applied. Having lovered
Iv I oand on 1,1lf, soil, we wi II reduce Wtl,h "comlpres,,sion settting". Sueh a lower-
i'l,g i,'y not, Ihe rel'le c t,'d (or nmiy hv r, lvciehLed qo il.o weakly) on the actual val-

it, of "Mtawit ng subs.idence"t; at, tle, sarmn L, imet th' w valtie c:in often be quite
appreciable a.rid can st.rrp.uss tli' "comlpression se ttling" in the presence of even
.igni ficaint, loads. Ilnder s14ch conlditions. the assumed "safety factor" does
not. avoid inadmissible -ettlings amnd does not save the structure from intoler-
able stresses.

We suggest atnot.hi r i" ,i1od )V' Ji tst, the hab'ic tenets of which can be
described as follows. A punch (Pig. I) is placed in a bore pit at the marker
corresponding to the footing of' the foundition which is being planned. The
punch's heating is accomplished with steam electricity, etc. To intensify the



thawing, on the pit's oLtetm we place the coil of a steam-conducTing pipe and
some heat-innulating material. Thaving is achieved under a load somewhat less
than that planned (in the event that the latter proves excessive for the soil
in ,lues•ion).

It is necessary to monitor the progress of the soil's melting. Thawing

depth and settling of punch are determined simultangously.

When the thawing has been brought to a depth of at least twice the width
of the punch, the steam flow is shut off; however, the load on the punch is
tainta ned until stabilization of settlements and thawing depth.

The punch is then subjected to an additional load by steps of 0.25-0.5
kg/cm2 each; the subsidences are stabilized at each step. The load is brought
to the critical point, i.eV. after completion of thawing, the experiment is
condticted according to the procedure adopted for thawed soils. Unloadinig is
also accomplished by stages of 0.5-1.0 kg/cm2 each based on the same technique.

rot 0

4.0- .it iAI

,ig. I. h•hncl ror Iletormining tihe Settlings of Structures: I - plate
measuring 120 X 120 X 10; 2 - lid; I and 4 - internal ribs; 5 and 7-
N i d V llatUe; 0 - plate me1asuring 707 X 707 X 12; 8 - longitudinal ribs;
91 - (,xt,,,rnal rils; and 10 - aaigunlar rib. Key: ;a. Pipe 1 1/2" in diam-

,terr; muld I. Pipe V" in diameter.

Ohservot ions or thv I'rost lev(eI D rt' aisO cont inued alfter tilt cessation
of thawing b)ecause i t is necessary to strive Lowarl Lhi' condition that the
frost leve] would not have changed at additional Load. To counteract the in-
crease in freezing under the ef,'ect of th, cold in th(, lower layers, we can
use a slight, brief admission of steam.

The entire experiment is continue(d for aibout I weeks.

IBtM(',l on the test result. s, we have, drawn a graph reflecting the punchbs
4settlings depending o,, depth of soil's thawing beneath it (Fig. 2 -- curve OAR)



and a curve shoving the punch's settlings 4ep~erding on the amount of additional
loads (after thawing) (Fig. 3-curve A8.0f). These two curves provide the pos-
sibility not only of judging the degree of settling tendency of the testei, fro-
zen soil on thawing under load but also ol' c3mtputing tihe value oi possible fu-
ture settlings, depending on depth of soil's thawing and on amount of load.

In the technical literature; oniy one method has been suggested for esti-
mating-the settlements of structures on thawing soils, based on data from an
experiment involving the heating of punches-this is the "equivalent layer"
method in the &bove-cited report by Tsytovich and Sumgin. In our view, hcwever,
it (foes not appear possible to employ this technique in the form in which it
has been discussed.

The equivalent layer method assumes the iresence of two conditioris: a)
consta.ncy of the compressibility factor throughout the entire compression zone
and bJ the existence of direct proportionality between stresses in the soil and
its duformations. However, in the case of irozen soils, neither one nor the
other is customary, as clearly follows from a consideration of the property of
heaved soils capable of developing settlings even in the absence of a load.

Then the actual pattern of the compression of soil layers within the
compression zofnels limit occurs (in the case of frozen soil's thawing beneath
a structure) under quite different conditions than in the case of thawed soils.

The thaving of rrozen ground under a structure proceeds gradually layer
by layer. Each newly thawed layer quiickly (we might say instantaneously5 be-
ComPs compressed by the, load from ti(u. str(cture and the soil's own weight. The
pr',,sinj sqeemingly occurs withou., the p~ossibility of lateral expansion for the
thlwed layer since ,he r irsi, thawed I layr (it ci.n be conceived as arbitrarily
Lhii ) will be Ioca ted bew IeeI ,Is( rigidl rotndiiL•ion fin d Lthe underlying unthawpd
p'roinI, whiich a i cs a at I)v rgarde(d as inie.omliressibl I rock. The subse(luent thaw-
tig l Iaye 'Is wi II exs Is, uiil(r si i I-i'r cold i Lions since rrom beneath, they will

haive (he , .e ti,, th iwel , roulnd, whi If- aLove Lliey w•l I I hVe the recently thawed
hIyers il.I. which hauive ;iI relady IWucO.K: co.ilrv(,.'sed(I withoutl, a chance for lateral
expan.sion; t,1,..e rec..,tly thawed layers can also be considered incompressible
in relat,,on to tihe newly thawed layer. We should invariably have such a circum-
,taiie. wlenever a laye,r's thawing proceeds more gradually than its compression,
which in most cases will be in effect.

It, is 1 .uite aplparent that such a pattern in the compression of soil be-
neztlh the Poundations does not correspond in any way to the assumptions lying
aIt tphe basis or the calculitions according to the equivalent layer method. This
also compels us to recognize the inapplicability of the technique to the fro-
zen soils thawing und er it structure.

On the basis oh the data obtained from the experiment with a hot punch,
we suggest the following method for ostirmting the settlings ([Notel: The meth-
ofI of ostL-,il,ing the settlings based on data rrom laboratory tests with frozen
soil samples has been discussetd by the author in the articles in Stroitel'naya
Prongshlennost', No. 1, 1910 and in lvyulleten' Sovyuztransproyekt Por December,
1039}

it Figr. 2, we hove shown curve OAP ror settling or a hot punch; this
curve was (lerived (during ilie testing conductced in 1938 by the author at one
or the construction sites. The piunch'N (limensions were: 70.7 X 70.7 = 5,000 cm2 .
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All the additional inferences follow from the assumption of the soil's
uniformity by depth of foundation laying; this can be verified by geologic
cuttings and by laboratory analysis or -oIut soils' physico-mechanical properties.

As is evident from Fig. 2, on thawing to ft 10 cm depth, a punch with an
area of 5,000 cm2 yielded a subsidence of 0.75 cm; this provides a compression
value 1I1/11 . 0.75/10 - 0.075 (below 10 cm, the unthawed gro md consists of in-

compressible rock).

A foundation similar to our punch haut with dimensions of sides n times

larger, on thinwing for the sam, depth or 10 cm under the same amount of load,
yields the same settlement or 0.75 cm, since the degree of stresses under the
foundation in the 10 cm layer under consideration will differ little from the
stresses unler the punch. With adequate jusLification, we can assume that the
amount of Ltis stress under our foundotion will also retain its significance
for depths greater than 10 cm, namely to a depth of 10 X n.

For example, if we take a foundation with sides 70.7 X 2 = 141.4 cm,
i.e. if we assume n ý 2, we can postulate that the stress under consideration
will be retained to a depth of 10 X 2 = 20 cm and therefore the settlement of
our foundation on thawing to a 20 cm depth can be assumed to equal 0.75 X 2 =

1-.5 vm
SI. lin Fig. 2• h, ti, jrftl)h l'or til(. s4Lc, t, nent.s or a roundation measuring 141-4 X

X 111@1 hits been portra..ved in tIth( f'orin of' currw, O.ABV, while settling at "thaw-

(i, dvM! o" 20 (m luks J)en indicittd by OAB, twice as large a-3 segment
OA• alelictin/g mu1, lpunc*h's soxJilin/g if, miahwing. fihpl• or IO cra.

AL I, hawing ol rozien ground uItiviw .ti(, explrinmental punch from 10 to 20
cm, tItle latLer Iev~elol.ed the settling i:.iicated by curve OAB in the form of
seitrimat, An..

TiThe stresses which were acting in this casL in the newly thawea layer
with a depth of 10-20 cm will be in elf'ect under a foundation measuring 141.4 X
141.4 cm in a lyer 20--40 cm deep. TlNrei'ore the segment of the curve for the
foundation's settlings corresponding to this layer will be portrayed by seg-
ment BO1 piarallel to segment Aant

In the same manner, we have drawn curve OJIE for a foundation measuring
-212.1 X 212.1 cm.

Proceeding further by tie same approach, drawing straight segments par-
allel to the segments of the curve for the experimental punch's settlings, we
c'onstruct curve OAB.V, yielding the settlings uf our foundation for any depth
of thawing under the same individual load (in kg/cm2 ) which the stamp had in
tbe l,-ocess of the frozen ground's thawing under it (the stamp).SIn the case of ri,,e.ngular or circular foundlations, the calculation
sho Iad be conducted as for a sqluare foundation which is equivalent in area.

The qutestion will stil I remain of how to determine a foundation's set-
tlement if the stress under its base exceeds somewhat the stress which exist-
ed during the experiment w:hen thawing was under way. Such a question is in-
evitable since the final load on a foundation is established after the test
rather than prior to it.
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Fig. 2. Curvw. D:pictin't til Pu-Nschs• Settlings Dep.ending on Depth
of Lite Soil's Thawing Undler Pnnch (the 'lain line depicts the as-
s.imed itttErn or settlings uinder punch and foundations beyond the
limits of the test data). Key: a. Settlings, mim; b. cm2 etc.; and

c. Depth of thaving.

We have depicted in Fig. 3 the curve OAPBBr for the dependence of the
punch's settling on the load value for the same experiment which has been re-
vieved above. Segment OA portrays tiht, punch's settlement under an initial load
of 2.0 kg/cm2 aG toe end of the process of thawing under it and at the moment
of stabilization of settlings and thawing depths. Segments A , 9 B and BP
reflect the punch's settlings at individal. load stages after completion of
thawing.

In this manner, settling along s%,gitent OA includes the "rthyming subsi-
dene.e" and lihe "comnpression settling" ntider pressure or_ 2.0 kg/cm2 . However,
segments A t B and I1LV i tie I tide n ly he, "comprssion settling" of the al -

ready lhalWed soil nilt! of' lthe sl igihly eo,|lprissed soil (at:• .- 2.0 kg/cm•t)-
Iii.(, on' titht f,it r aLih (I. i :. 3), we, en i a.s.mtt,,' that, the, omptr(,ssibil ity mod-

i111."; o' s.oil hay vi g IlItwed U1|dr at I. a lod ol 2 1kg/e t', I[or pressures greater than

.2 khr/ctrw• (fi, It,-list, I'rernt !2-1 koh/.m") ';tit lIe votsidcreti constant and therefore at
thiis staige of' Uhe eX primen 1i, ii enti e I i. L1,ions, lull tise can be made of the pro-
cvdtires (employed 'or thawed . .i Is.

Thliwi ng prior to an additional loaId can be conducted:

a) in the entirt compression zone under the stamp, i.e. of the order of
ttbottt three widths of tht' punch; and

1)) in a certain iprt of the compression zone insufficient for applying
h(Ite mil,ions derivel under the assumption of an unlimited compression zone.

0 I"or hie Ifirst case, in comittuting th, foundattion's settlements, we can
:'~~W (J ) f

iproceed f'rom Ihue SehlO1ichlir I'orttula s .- Ihtr, we s.ignify by s the dif-

C
* rettI' eei, c s in se ftlinigs whii Ie p Iheti ,or-reslitt(ing tdii'I',rences in loads, i e.

I'or ,tir cas,,, we will uti iliz, ,ids eqti- ol, ioni ii Ute ofollowing form:

29/1
where (0-- 2.0) kg/ettt 2 th, add itional load exceeding 2.0 kg/cm2 at which the
soil's thiawing was conducted, while ts . the additional settling correspond-
ing to an increase in load from 2.0 kl!/cm2 to .
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From thi eqIliL1iOuI numitiOnt .d, WP rum. duerive Le., vallua C 'or Alty V81. 1111 or
or > 2 kg/cm2 and hence Duty value of de'orwmtLion modulus E; as desired, we can
construct a compression curve for press.ures greater than 2.0 kg/cm2 for ouv
soil after its thawing under a load of 2.0 kg/cm2 .

Having determined the modulus of elasticity E, we can compute the value
of additional "compression settling" for pressure above 2.0 kg/cm2 (in the lim-
its of the pressure which had existed during the experiment) for any thawing
depth as well.

For this purpose, we will utilize the equation

s = pb/2E (K + 0.5 ty),

suggested by Engineer Pol'shin for the final settlings of a layer with finite
depth, supported by an incompressible soil. For our case, this equation can be
written in the following form:

s = (0•- 22-.O)b (K + O.sK.y)
whoere (T is given, b equals the half-width of the foundation, K and ýy are ta-

ken from the equation suggested for them by Engineer Pol 'shin or based on the
tables, and depend on the ratio or tl, rectangular punch's sides a:b (a is the
longer side; for a square, a:b 1) and in addition to this, K and Ky depend
on value z/b (z thawing depth).

1 3 4 5 $0/cewb

Fig. i. Curve Indicating a Punch's Settlings Depending on Amount
of Additional Loads. Kpy: a. Settlings, mm; and b. kg/cm2 .

Addihg th, calctilated value /ks of additional settling to the total
,(.Ltling liL4'rmitined for itiing n unhdtr ati initial presssure (equalling 2.0 kg/cm2

in €tor ctisv ti.so), we ohtnin 1.ht, ovwrnl[ so Lttlemont of* a foundation under the
dle,,i'g. I oaI

IL oow renithis or s so coos 414' 1A IM when lhe soil's thawing tider
tnn 4'X l, riinln 1.2 I wi) e Ii is v.o( siivrail ly I.S S thlan bih(, c(1.4lpr' ss'( .i on zone and it
does nol, anl)uIr fa.sibll, to titilize Uih Sc(lIlic.hr eq.l isI, ion. Und or Ltese con-
4 l, ion.s, for dh,.ermin i til t1,h E-v tlu, we vsii, u Iizv tho, Lvst data (based on
111 ii, i ()ma lI ovIs 1ftr Wlmw ingV), rsofrt, i si once aga•ti to Pol'shin's formula:

S-2.0) 1) (K + 0.5 Ky).

2E Y

IImre all the values except E are obtained from the experiment with the
punch. Having determined E, based on the same formula we can then find the
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value for the additionl settlement of any foundation (ioe. for any b- and z-
values); as indicated aLtvve, after this we determin- its total subsidence.

In this manner, the technique which we have off£eed fer conducting the
experiments provides the opportunity of utilizing their results not only for
a qualitative evaluation of the soil from Lhe standpoint of its behavior be-
neathi a structure during ihie thawing Iwocess but also for ati approximation of
the .. ettlements possible at this timie for any loads and for any thawing depth
with an accuracy which pIresunwibly is close to that obtained with thawed soils.

The amount or subsidences is given in dependence on the thawing depth
starting with its very initial values: from the builder's standpoint, thib le
uniquely important and interesting.

For a determinatioi of settlings through time, one must be able to cal-
culate the thawing lattern through time but this is a problem within the score
of heat engineering calculations.
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